Fourteen

"My name is Luke." Just outside of Mist, a fallen tree served as a makeshift bench for the two. The warm glow from an artificial fire heated Gem. It didn't bother him one bit that the flames dancing just two feet away were the product of magic as, for years, Ji'Lopan had employed similar methods to keep him comfortable during the long nights of winter. "As I'm sure you know by now, I'm a mage, a practitioner of the forbidden art of Jikkuu. My deal with Mark- that's the Thief- is that I entertain the small nobles of UnderMist, catching their attention while he robs them. Until now, he only stole the things we needed to live. And, well, this time... I suppose his crime was a bit more severe. And that's how we ended up like that."

"What did he steal?" asked the curious bounty hunter.

"My question first, kid- who are you? You still haven't answered me." The Joker's otherwise calm tone held a note of impatience. 

"You are not with the Underworld, are you?" Gem muttered furtively.

"No, no I'm not- why? Are you wanted?"

"Yes, something of that nature."

"Well, don't fear. I'm not about to waltz up to the First Circle and divulge your secrets. You know that I'm wanted as well. Just don't worry about the Underworld for now, and tell me who you are. This information won't go anywhere- I promise." It was hard for Gem to accept such a promise at face value. He couldn't so much as discern the face of the man who sat by his side- how could he trust him? The logic presented to him regarding the Underworld, however, was infallible, so he pulled the makeshift bandana from his head and let his hair loose. In the weak late afternoon light, dimmed by the thick fog, the green seemed as colorless as his eyes.

"I'm the last living descendant of Gem al'Kondo. I possess his headband, though it is not on my person at the moment. When I was ten, I named myself after my great grandfather, and have gone as Gem ever since. In Verga City, where I lived for almost eleven years, I became known as the Roof-runner. The night of the last full moon, when Verga City was destroyed, I betrayed the Underworld, and that is why I am hiding from them."

"A lovely story," the Joker said, impatience more than a little prominent in his tone, "but I believe I already told you that the 'descendant of Gem' gimmick wasn't enough to answer my question? You can't pass yourself off as a normal human. I can sense your power as clearly, if not more so, than you could sense mine. All that I ask of you is that you aid me in placing it. I repeat: <i>who are you?</i>"

Gem slid a few inches away from the Joker.

"What do you mean?"<i>It can't be that he can tell that I'm Legend Reborn? Ji never said anything about it carrying a tangible signature alike to Jikkuu. But then again, there are a lot of things that Ji opted not to tell me...</i>

"You reek of Jikkuu," the Joker replied. "But you are clearly not a mage." 

"Ah, so that <i>is</i> noticeable?" Gem laughed lightly and smiled, attempting to hide his unease. <i>Damn Ji. He should have told me that magi could detect that I'm not ordinary. Then again, I suppose he didn't expect me to encounter any...</i> "You caught me, then. I shall tell you who I am- I am Legend Reborn. Do not think too much of it- it's just something that has been told me by others."

"Don't think too much of it, you say?" The Joker paused for a moment, and then laughed. "Legend Reborn, are you? Oh, that's grand, just grand. Wait- you're serious?"

"Yes, I am." Gem was a tad perturbed by the Joker's immediate dismissal, but managed not to show it.

"You are."

"I am."

"Yes, yes, I believe you. Say, why did you hang around the gallows after everyone else left? Was it just because you could sense my magic?"

"Actually, I was not sure I sensed anything," Gem replied sheepishly. "Instinct told me you were more than just a jester, but that did not cause me to stay in the street."

"Oh? What did, then?"

"You spoke a bit before about the Thief's crime, but you did not mention your own. Why were you at the gallows? Why were you sentenced to death? If what the executioner said of you was true, which I believe to be the case, then I would be very much interested in speaking with you. Is it true that you have studied in the libraries of UnderMist?"

"Yes, that much is true. The executioner's accusation was also on target."

"How much do you know regarding Legend?"

"Ah, too much, too much," the Joker sighed, turning away from Gem. "How could I merely describe it? I'd have to recite at least ten whole tomes. Apologies, but I'm no god. If you have any particular inquiries, I'm sure it wouldn't hurt for me to answer your questions where I can-"

"How do I stop Fate?" Gem cut in eagerly. Things were going as well as they could. The young bounty hunter was at the edge of his seat, excited at the prospect of hearing an answer so soon. A remnant of the child in him was gleeful, anxious to learn. But no answer came. Instead, mighty guffaws issued from the shadow of the Joker's cowl.

"Stop Fate? Oh, dear Entities, that's gold. Keep dreaming, kid." So saying, the Joker rose and extinguished the fire with a wave of his gloved hand. "I'm going to go back down, now. Mark might need some support." Off he stalked, headed for the middle of the village. Gem called after him,

"Wait! You never answered my question!"

"What's that?" the Joker asked over his shoulder, his voice still ringing with laughter.

"What's Mark trying to steal?"

"One of the Crystals of Mana." The Joker disappeared behind one of the village's huts and was gone. Gem leapt to his feet upon hearing the words and dashed after the robed figure, his curiosity no longer regarding some Terran treasure that some thief was attempting to take for his own. The scene in the Ebony Fields Hill Shrine flashed by in his mind's eye and his interest doubled. One of the twelve legendary Crystals... there was no way he could miss it. He scrambled for the stable at which he'd left his horse, scooped up his belongings, hid his hair once more, and sped down the stairs into UnderMist, seeking to catch up with the Joker.

By the time Gem reached the streets of UnderMist, the mage was nowhere in sight. Gem pushed through crowds as quickly as he could without attracting undue attention, but even after an hour of shoving and running, the Joker eluded him. He kicked himself in the shins for being too slow, for not keeping up, for losing his chance to see another Crystal. Gem slowed down and wandered the streets for another hour, losing hope and becoming progressively more and more fatigued.

The city did not seem to live by the sun, and abandoning the idea of turning in when the crowds did, Gem made for the nearest inn, a building carved straight into the rock walls, and booked himself a room with little trouble. He climbed the rickety wooden stairs and entered his grand chamber, a claustrophobia-inducing closet with a half-cot stuffed into the corner. Too tired to worry about such trivial things as comfort, Gem flung himself down upon the cot. He had not fully recovered from his run through the Vergan forests, and he had exhausted himself on the trip up from Verga City. For more than two weeks straight, he had been running around, always trying to reach a new location.

He figured that, given time, he'd work his way into Terran society and gain access to the libraries. He needn't be in a rush. For now, what he needed to focus on doing was regaining his strength, and that meant rest. He closed his eyes, and, even contorted into the most painful ball, sleep found him quickly.

Gem snapped awake some time later, cramped up and feeling drowsy. It took him a few minutes to identify what had awoken him, and when it dawned on him his first reaction was to stand. Lancing pains shot down his spine and the top of his head hit the low ceiling. He rubbed the spot ruefully as he leaned back against the wall opposite the room's door- the door that had awoken him by slamming open.

In the doorway, stooped over, was a gray-cloaked figure. What light there was glinted off dull black armor through the cloak's tears.

"Good morning, Legend," came an all-too-familiar rasp. 

"What are you doing here, Ji?" Gem cried, sliding down along the wall into a sitting position. He groped around in the darkness, seeking the rune-dagger that should have been lying next to the cot.

"I don't really have time to chat, Legend- I just came to confiscate this." Blue light filled the room as Gem's runeblade floated up into the air in between the two. "Or rather, to prevent myself from making further incorrect decisions. It was wrong of me to let you have this dagger back after visiting the Broken Angel, and I fear I'll repeat that wrong if I don't do ... <i>this!</i>" The blade snapped in half and the runes ceased glowing. No sound was made as the fragments of the dagger shattered in midair, torn asunder by invisible forces. "And now, I bid you good day, Legend."

Gem watched in horror as his runeblade, reduced to powder, dropped to the floor before him. Ji'Lopan faded into the shadows of the hallway.

"Damn it, wait, Ji!" Gem cried, inching towards the door on his knees, in too much pain to stand and walk.

"He has no further business with you, Legend." The bounty hunter looked up in surprise as a man, much shorter than the Ly'ban yet still very tall, stepped into the room. Light from a ball of flame held in his hand revealed his face to Gem, who uttered a single whimper. Standing not four feet away was the man Gem least wanted to see, the man who had caused the death of his cousins, the man who had shown him the Void at the age of ten. "I see you recognize my face, Legend. I'm honored." The Guardian Lord's Right, Kieku, bowed respectfully before Gem. His garb of office, a sterile white robe, was as torn and ragged as the Ly'ban's gray cloak.

"S-stay away!" yelled Gem, drawing his legs to his chest and burying his face in his knees.

"Oh, are you still scared of me, even after ten- no, nigh on eleven now- years? That's almost... cute. Do you know why I'm here, Legend?" Gem didn't respond. "Do you know what day today is? It's the twenty-ninth. You know what that means? It's your birthday, Legend. Happy birthday."

Gem covered his ears, trying to no avail to block out the man's words.

"Ji'Lopan told me that you don't know any of the prophecies. He opted not to tell you, I suppose. Oh, what's this- shock?" Gem stared up at Kieku's face in fright. "You didn't know that Ji'Lopan was working with me? Hahahaha! Hahahahahahaha! Puny man-pup, too afraid to follow Fate to deserve knowledge. If you'd stuck around with Ji'Lopan, you might be on my side now. Pity for you, isn't it? Isn't it?!" Kieku strode over to Gem and grabbed his shoulders, pulling him into a standing position. "Answer me, brat!"

Gem didn't feel pain as he was thrown bodily against the wall. He just crumpled down onto the cot, relieved that Kieku was no longer holding him.

"You're no fun, Legend, no fun at all. I'll tell you the prophecy, then, and you can continue to pretend not to hear me if you so desire. Today- the twenty-ninth of the fourth month- is the day of your twenty-first birthday. Perhaps you were already aware of this, but your cousin the Guardian Heir shares a birthday with you. Today is the day that you turn twenty-one and he fourteen. It is prophesied that on this day, you two shall meet." Gem pushed himself up on one arm and looked straight into Kieku's eyes.

"The Guardian Heir?" he managed to murmur.

"Mana Reborn. That should mean something to you."

<i>The Guardian Heir... the son of the Guardian Lord, heir to the Mana Throne, next in line to rule over all the countries. A distant cousin, very distant. And... Mana Reborn?! That means that he, too, is the reincarnation of one of Bane's three sons, that he is my little brother...</i>

"Your damn silence is irritating," growled Kieku. "Look, I'll be real clear here. Like you, I'm not so keen on the whole Fate thing. I'll try my hand at tripping it up. Consider it a favor, would you? As we speak, Mana's on an airship on his way over here. The airship is enchanted to give out a very strong signal to demons; in essence, it's a signal beacon that's crying for destruction. He should have heard of the destruction of Verga City by now, and he will be avoiding Verga altogether out of fear- in other words, he's headed here over Vise Lake. Soon, another Ly'ban under my command will intercept him. Preferably, before long, he will be at the bottom of the lake. Then I'll have the satisfaction of laughing at Fate while killing you."

"Killing... me?"

"Yeah, you don't think you're invulnerable, do you?" Kieku laughed madly at his own joke. "Now that you're against Ji'Lopan, you're entirely useless to me. So I'll kill you. And you won't mind, right- it'll make you happy to see Fate defeated, from what Ji'Lopan tells me."

"Damn it, Ji... damn it, Kieku..." Gem struggled to his feet. "I won't go down so easily..."

"We shall see about that, shan't we? You seem to have regained some energy, and that might make this more interesting for both of us. I look forward to seeing how you deal with the little birthday present I've prepared for you."

"And... what might... that be?" Gem gritted his teeth. The cramps and pains were gone, replaced with an icy sluggishness that made it difficult for him to move. He knew that it was caused by Kieku's presence, that the man was no doubt employing some devilish spell to augment his fear. Even knowing this, he could do little to fight it save show a little resistance.

"Memories, Legend. Memories."

Every visible detail of the room faded away into darkness and Kieku's face changed. The creases in his skin disappeared, his eyes became twin topazes, and his hair turned red. The white robe billowed out and then was gone, replaced with a suit of sturdy scale mail and a yellow tunic.

"Z-Zukro," Gem stuttered and stepped back, almost tripping across a pair of tongs that lay on the floor. He supported himself on the anvil at his side with one palm and held his other to his forehead, checking his temperature. He wasn't... hallucinating, was he? No, he had no fever, he was fine. If he was warm, it was the heat of the forge.

"Legend, brother, do you know why I am here?"

Gem shook his head rapidly. Zukro took a step forward and drew his sword, a ten-foot-long blade thinner than a man's finger. Gem could step back no further without planting his foot into the forge's furnace, and instead held out his empty hands.

"Stop this, Zuk," he heard himself say. He looked around and saw that he was in a large room with a stone floor and brick walls. At his side was an anvil, at his feet blacksmithing equipment. The apparition of Zukro that had taken the place of Kieku stood between the bounty hunter and the forge's door. No, Gem realized, it was not he the bounty hunter who stood in this place. It was Legend, son of Bane.

"That's exactly what I'm doing— stopping everything." Zukro's voice was calm and his tone soothing. Gem could tell that Zukro bore Legend no particular ill will. His words almost seemed an unnecessary explanation, a courtesy to the bewildered smith. "See, what you and our youngest brother are trying to do defies the will of our grandfather. Currently, Maha is fighting for something we should all support- Chaos. I'm not going to bother asking you, Legend... I know how devoted you are to our father, and that you'd go to any end to protect Mana, who in turn would go to any end to see to Maha's demise. I know you wouldn't even consider leaving here and joining me. That's why I must see to your death. You understand now, don't you?"

Gem found himself nodding his head, and then immediately shaking it, shrugging as he said,

"But Zuk... our grandfather might not have been right, you know. Are you sure that Maha hasn't affected your decisions?"

"You would question your older brother's judgement? Tsk. I need to go- Mana will be back shortly, I imagine, and I'd really rather leave him to Maha. I'm able to kill for what I think is right, even able to kill you, my dear younger brother, but I don't believe I'm callous enough to extinguish a life as brilliant as that of our youngest brother. Please keep this in mind as you die for Chaos, Legend: I love you."

Resignation swept across Gem as he knelt before Bane's eldest son. He knew that, even should he resist, he would have no chance to survive. He also knew that he didn't have the guts to go up against his older brother, the one who had taught him almost everything he knew, who had practically raised him in the absence of true parents. He, as Legend, had been born into the struggle between Bane and Maha, two sons of Chaos, and had sided with his father. Until this evening, he had thought that both of his brothers were on that same side.

"Warrior, heir to the World. First son of Bane. You discard this in favor of loyalty towards our grandfather, Chaos. Admirable as ever, Zuk. Good-bye." And Zukro's sword, a runeblade crafted by Legend the Soul-forger, penetrated its maker's abdomen.

Gem snapped out of his trance, grasping his gut, crying in pain. The forge vanished, replaced by his tiny room. Zukro faded to Kieku, and everything was normal again. Blood soaked Gem's shirt, though brief inspection showed no wound to be present. He was sweating profusely, and so chilled that his fingers shook and teeth chattered as he knelt before Kieku. <i>So that's why,</i> Gem realized, recalling what he'd said to Ji'Lopan in the Ebony Fields Hill Shrine, <i>"I doubt I'll ever understand why he slew me."</i>

"I understand now," he murmured. Kieku chuckled.

"Does it hurt, Legend? Tell me it hurts. Tell me you're in pain. I can make you relive that moment as many times as I wish, too, and in as short a period of time as I desire. I can torture you with your memories. Hahaha! Your memories!" Kieku broke off once more into mad laughter, taking a full minute before calming down enough to talk again. "Ready for round two?"

Gem groaned in protest, still clutching at where Zukro had stabbed Legend, but made no further sign of resistance. Then, as Kieku prepared to reenter Gem's memories, the room was lit by a bright red flash and the bounty hunter disappeared in a burst of flame. Kieku staggered back, startled, but quickly regained his composure.

"Hey, demon, you said he didn't have the ability to enter the Net," Kieku said, a touch of anger to his voice. Ji'Lopan materialized in the corner, his dark form emerging from the shadows.

"He didn't two weeks ago," the Ly'ban replied matter-of-factly.

"And he's no mage, I can tell that," mused Kieku. "Yet, he seems to possess an enormous talent of some kind. It is not straight Jikkuu manipulation, like the magic of the magi of old, nor is it the perversion of matter, like the Tainted Jikkuu of your kind. It's something I've never seen before, though it fits the bill for something I've read about on occasion... interesting, Legend, interesting! Well, demon, shall we see how far he gets? He's not the only one with access to the Net."

"Indeed he's not," the demon answered. So saying, it took Kieku's arm and the two vanished.

---

Gem stumbled out of the Net, weak and tired. He had run through the Net as hard as he could, staggering across the worn paths and scorched plains. He had emerged somewhere along the southern shore of Vise Lake. The night sky, decorated with thousands of tiny stars, spread from horizon to horizon. The fog had lifted miraculously, and Gem could see all the way to the other end of the lake. The shore was a rocky place, a dusty trail stretching around the lake between boulders and jagged outcroppings. The water itself was impossibly still and incredibly beautiful, reflecting the night sky with all its lights. Gem dragged himself to the water's edge and splashed some on his face, hoping that it might revitalize him.

The bounty hunter sat back on a large rock, gazing into the sky, thinking on the events that had just transpired. It was a lot to contemplate, a lot to process. The last time he'd seen Kieku, Ji'Lopan and he were fighting to the death. Now, together, they sought to undo him. He kicked himself for being so weak-willed as to lose all strength in the presence of Kieku, and was angry that his memory of that day ten years ago was almost enough by itself to paralyze him. Then there were Legend's memories to deal with and the meaning of Zukro's betrayal. Finally, Gem realized, he had just run to this place using what could only be that phenomenon Ji'Lopan had called "the Net." That alone was cause enough for deep thought. 

Before he got much beyond organizing the topics he needed to consider, a whirring noise interrupted his train of thought. The sound of gyrating machinery from above caused him to look up at the sky above the lake. Sure enough, there, black against the starlight, was an airship. Gem rose and peered into the dark depths of the sky.The sound, a comfortable sound, had suddenly become replaced with a terrible grinding. The airship had ceased moving forward, yet it had not turned back. For a full minute it hung in midair, terrible and ominous, its frenzied machinery churning uselessly. Then, silence.

Then, a deafening boom as a bright red explosion rent the airship. Flames flew out from every one of the ship's apertures, literally flooding out of the large rift in the middle of the ship where the explosion had taken place. For yet another minute, it seemed, the airship hung in midair, burning away, and then it dropped. It didn't take a long time for its first pieces to reach the lake's surface, plunging in at incredible speeds. Powerful waves swept outwards from the point of impact, swallowing whole chunks of shoreline. Fragments of burning timber and metal rained down on the land surrounding the lake. Larger pieces of the ship continued to fall, some into the lake, some onto the shore. 


Even as the last parts of the ship hit the ground, Gem could discern something floating down, slow as a feather. He peered up into the sky, now tinted orange from the airship's destruction, and made out the figure of a human, arms outstretched, descending to earth.

Gem's eyes widened as he realized just who this person was.

The light of the stars illuminated the boy's crimson hair and reflected in his piercing sapphire eyes. Spray from the breaking waves showered him, but not a single drop of water touched him. His tunic and robes, a beautiful green, were spotless- the garb of a prince. His landing by the lake shore was silent next to the crackling of the burning wreckage. 

Wreathed in a spectral blue aura, the Guardian Heir alighted.

<i>There's only one person alive today with hair that color...

And according to Kieku, that person should be at this place...

But it is not from these facts that I know who he is</i>, Gem realized, <i>rather... it's a sense of familiarity. I know this kid- this frail-looking boy whose face and hair are better suited to a girl. This kid is my baby brother. This kid is Mana.</i>
